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Star date: June 27, 2016. McDonald Observatory of the
University of Texas at Austin located in the dark recesses of
south Texas.
I heard this morning on NPR’s daily update on astronomical
science that an attempt to see the outline of a black hole 27,000
light-years away had started. The distance to the black hole makes detecting
it nearly impossible. The fix requires coalescing signals from a variety of
receiving stations scattered around the globe. The signal aggregation across
the receiving stations constitutes a virtual and enormous single detection
device comprised of a large array of distinct receivers. Project success will be
determined soon.
Visit us on the Web!
aidpc.ouhsc.edu
American Indian
Diabetes Prevention
Center
@AIDPC_OUHSC

We appreciate your
stories! Please send
your ideas to Jennifer
Reeder at: jenniferreeder@ouhsc.edu.
Please make sure all
photos are the highest
resolution possible.
Thank you!
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Perhaps the AIDPC interdisciplinary, multi-topic P-20 is analogous to the
astronomers’ large array on a far smaller scale. Each of our separate projects
on diabetes prevention is a signal that can be aggregated into a big picture.
Dr. Howard Stein’s Interdisciplinary Seminar is the mold for the bigger
picture. One of our overall tasks should be to integrate our findings at an
analytic level that produces a “big picture” effect based on the synergistic
results of our individual projects. Up-close, our research topics appear to be
very distinct from each other. But what
happens if we step further back and
look at our collective results? As we
work together, let’s integrate this
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Neil Henderson

HF Stein

Summer’s dog days
arrived early this year,
July rather than August.
Cloying air and oppressive sun;
sweat with nowhere to go
but to bead and run rivulets
over exposed skin,
then drip to the ground.
A hot southwest wind
that thrusts hot dust
into nose and mouth.
Movement becomes languid, effortful.
Could everything melt
and flow, like Dali’s watches?
The month is July –
just the beginning.

Dr. Teasdale, his wife Emily, plus Neil and
Gail Henderson went to Red Earth.
Although much smaller than usual, there
was beautiful art there. In fact, Dr.
Teasdale tricked Neil into buying an
original painting! The artist is Tim Nevaquaya
(Comanche). The buyer is Neil Henderson (Poor
House).

Howard Stein

At the 39th annual conference of the
International Psychohistorical Association
in New York City, June 1-3, 2016, I
participated in a panel on poetry and
psychohistory that was the "launching" of
a book of poetry by several authors, myself among
them. The book is Wounded Centuries. We all
read and discussed our poetry for about thirty
minutes each. I also served as group process
facilitator for the entire group that met at the end of
the second and third days of the conference
(similar to what I do in AIDPC).

Tom Teasdale
June has been busy! AIDPC networking
helped me connect with the Wichita and
Affiliated Tribes as the evaluator on their
SAMHSA Tribal Youth Suicide Prevention
and Surveillance Project. I’m now learning
my way around the streets of Anadarko. The full
team includes Dr. Stephens, a psychologist from
the Dept. of Psychiatry, and a graduate research
assistant. Together with the Tribal team, we hope
to make a difference in the lives of youth
experiences personal issues, historical trauma,
and health disparities.

Jim Gunter

Gail Henderson at a very
big lake next to Duluth,
MN.

Things I wish I had not learned… I’ve
been dealing with a skunked dog. I have a
Doberman (maybe Rottweiler) mix named
Bo that is about a year old. Bo has
decided that he needs to protect us from the skunk
menace happening in my back yard. He
has killed a couple of skunks in the past few of
weeks. Somehow, he did not get a “direct hit” either
Continued on next page...
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What Have You Been Doing, cont...

time. It was just the smell of him running back through sprayed areas. I had a hound that loved to chase
skunks and he ALWAYS was directly hit – and I think proud of it, so I know the difference.
To deal with the smell, I found a mix that seemed to work as well as anything and better than most:
½ cup baking soda
Dawn dish soap (be generous)
1 quart hydrogen peroxide, and
1 quart of apple cider vinegar (get another quart for the rinse)
Do not add the vinegar until you are ready to use it, and add just enough warm water to mix the baking soda
and dish soap into the solution (maybe a gallon or so). Then add the vinegar. It will foam up even more so don’t
use a closed container. Fill a five gallon bucket maybe half way but watch out, it could overflow when you add
the vinegar. Sop the mix on the dog and start scrubbing. I also rinse him vinegar and water at the end, hoping
that the acid in the vinegar will help strip the last of the oil off his fur and skin. The head is the hardest part to
clean, but apparently, Bo was smart enough to close his eyes.
This pretty much got rid of the smell, but as I said, Bo did not suffer a direct hit. If the dog has a direct hit, you
will have to repeat three or four times before the smell is tolerable or gone. Be sure to wash the skunked dog
right away – at 11 pm at night when you are in your pajamas when it happens. The longer the oil sits on the
dog, the harder it is to remove.

Note: While conducting interviews with our Research Partners, Dr. Henderson has found that several families are preparing and enjoying the recipes provided in our newsletter. If you have any recipes that you would like to share or suggestions, please contact Jennifer Reeder at Jennifer-reeder@ouhsc.edu.

Baked Chicken with Maple Butter Glaze
Ingredients
1 1/2 tsp paprika
1/2 tsp salt3/4 tsp ground cinnamon
3/4 tsp ground cumin, or use chili powder
1 whole chicken, cut up (purchase it already
cut up for greater ease)

2 Tbsp pure maple syrup
1 1/2 Tbsp trans-fat-free margarine or butter
1 1/2 Tbsp Dijon mustard

1. Preheat the oven to 500°F. Line a baking sheet with aluminum foil and spray the foil
with nonstick cooking spray. In a small bowl, combine the four dry spices.
2. Place the chicken pieces skin side up on the baking sheet. Sprinkle and rub the spice
mixture evenly over the chicken (leave the drumsticks without spices for picky eaters,
if desired). Position the sheet in the upper third of the oven, about 4 inches from the
heating element, and bake it, without turning it, for 15 minutes.
3. Meanwhile, in a small saucepan combine the maple syrup, margarine and mustard.
Stir it over low heat until the margarine melts. Remove it from the heat.
4. After the chicken has baked for 15 minutes, remove it from the oven, brush it with the maple glaze, and
bake it for 5 more minutes. Brush the chicken with the glaze again and bake 5 minutes more. Remove from
the oven and serve immediately, or refrigerate for up to 3 days.
Recipe from: http://www.diabetes.org/mfa-recipes/recipes/2016-3-baked-chicken-with-maple.html
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Dr. Tom Teasdale, Dr. Kevin Short, and Mary Ayn Tullier rode in the Choctaw Nation’s
2016 Trail of Tears Ride in May. The team was formed by Nancy Jefferson in 2011 as
a way to honor her ancestors. In 2012, twenty-four riders including Support and Gear
(SAGs) participated in the inaugural ride; 2013-2015 had13 riders including SAGs
each year and in 2016, there were 20 riders and SAGs. SAG’s support riders by preparing refreshments and fuel for riders along the route, assisting with bike repair or
maintenance as necessary, transporting tired or injured riders, offering moral support, and documenting the trip.
Each day different riders were responsible for researching the stories of struggle
along the Trail of Tears, and some of the riders shared their personal connections to those struggles. Rider and CNHSA employee Mary Barrs is the descendant of Choctaw Chief Will Durant (1937-1948). In her cultural presentation,
Mary shared that Dixon Durant came to Oklahoma on the Trail of Tears. He
went on to become a prominent citizen, with Durant, OK being named after him.
Mary Barrs pictured with her
ancestor Chief William Durant.
He was the uncle of Chief Will Durant. Mary’s story demonstrated that the trials
and hardship of the Trail of Tears did not end with their arrival in Oklahoma. Mary led the team into
Durant on the final leg of the journey this year.
WHY WE DO THIS
•To embrace the memory and spirit of our ancestors
•To honor those removed, and those left along the way
•To relate to our ancestors by experiencing physical and mental
challenges, and through them to feel the pain, fear and heartache of
the Trail of Tears.
•To live an active, healthy lifestyle as an example for individuals,
families and friends
•To demonstrate determination and courage in the face of adversity
So that it will never be forgotten…
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NCAI 2016 Mid Year Conference
June 27
27--30, 2016
Spokane, WA
Click here for more information or visit: www.ncai.org.
2016 National UNITY Conference
July 22
22--26, 2016
Renaissance Convention Center, Oklahoma City, OK
Click here for more information or visit: events@unityinc.org.
American Indian Accessing Health Professions Workshop
August 9, 2016
University of California Berkley, CA
Deadline to submit applications is Friday, July 15, 2016
Contact: Gary Lankford at glankford@aaip.org or call 405946-7072
Click here for more information or visit: www.aaip.org
AAIP 45th Annual Meeting and National Health Conference
August 9-11, 2016
Marriott City Center, Oakland, CA
Contact: Gary Lankford at glankford@aaip.org or call 405946-7072
Click here for more information or visit: www.aaip.org

January 5, 2016
February 2, 2016
March 15, 2016
April 12, 2016
May 3, 2016
June 28, 2016
July 5, 2016
August 2, 2016
September 6, 2016
October 4, 2016
November 1, 2016
December 6, 2016
All AIDPC monthly meetings will be
held in the College of Public
Health, Room 144 from Noon to
2:00 pm, unless noted otherwise.
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